Internationalisation of your PhD project: a range of possibilities

- No internationalisation
- Internationalisation « at home »
- Short period mobility (e.g. 1-3 months)
- European label to the PhD degree (≥3 months)
- Cotutelle de thèse (Joint PhD project)

How many nationalities in your lab? How do you interact with them?

Doctoral trainings / transverse skills involving an international dimension

- Matchmaking with a host research group
- Funding of the short term mobility:
  - Erasmus+ / PhD supervisor’s group/laboratory
  - and/or EUGLOH European Alliance

What are transversal competencies?
- Critical & innovative thinking
- Interpersonal skills
- Intrapersonal skills
- Media & Information literacy
- Global citizenship
- Other
Your personal network (e.g. meetings with researchers at conferences)

Partnerships of the university

International and European Network of your PhD supervisor

The EUGLOH European Alliance

How can I identify research teams in Europe and in the world?
Opportunities for doctoral candidates offered by the EUGLOH European Alliance

Coordination: UPSaclay

eugloh.upsaclay@universite-paris-saclay.fr

https://www.eugloh.eu

« A more united and stronger Europe »
« Competitiveness of higher education »

Characteristics:
- Geographical diversity
- Expertise in GLOBAL Health
- Research platforms
- Rich Ecosystems
Out-going mobility:

- 650€/month provided under request
- 3 months